




The final exam will be an anonymous, three-hour, open book exam on Examplify. You may use your 

textbook, your class notes, and any outlines you personally prepared or worked with a group to 

prepare. You may not use the internet, commercial outlines, treatises, or other outside materials. 

The exam is currently scheduled for Monday, March 15, 2021 at 1 :30 p.m. You are responsible for 

reviewing the exam schedule to determine if there are any changes. The exam schedule for this 

quarter is posted at

Class ParticiP-ation and Zoom ExP-ectations 

You should be prepared to discuss the assigned readings for each class. This includes being able 

to summarize the facts of the cases, identify the elements of the rules they use, and provide a 

substantive answer to questions in the textbook following the cases. If you have a legitimate reason 

for why you were unable to prepare for class, please email me before class. Failure to come 

prepared for class on a repeated basis will impact your class participation grade. 

I intend to run the class mostly synchronously, using a mixture of lecture, dialogue, and small-group 

activity. A few notes about my Zoom expectations: 

• You must normally attend live class.

• I strongly prefer that you attend class via video, as opposed to audio-only; but I recognize that

may not be possible in all instances. If you are unable to attend via video, please use the audio

channel instead, and stay signed into the chat room and the participants list so you can "raise

your hand" and vote as needed.

• Before class starts, you are welcome to chat with each other. Once class starts, please refrain

from using the Chat feature other than for class purposes. I likely will be able to check the Chat

only occasionally, so if you have questions, plan to raise your hand.

• Kids and pets are welcome! We're all doing our best here. Don't worry if a pet wanders into the

shot or your toddler wants to sit with you during class. There's a good chance that you'll see my

kids during class or office hours.

• If you dial in by phone, please email me at the start of class, so I know for attendance purposes

that you're there.

• I will sometimes use polls during class. Be sure to participate! I'll sometimes use poll responses

to take attendance rather than checking manually.

• When you want to speak, open the "participants" tab and choose the little blue hand icon for

"raise hand." Try to remember to lower your hand when you are finished. I will do my best to

notice when you raise your hand, but honestly, running a Zoom class can feel a bit chaotic at

times. If I don't call on you, and I'm not mid-sentence, feel free to go to plan B (unmute and say

"excuse me, Professor"), or plan C (wave your hands wildly in front of your face until I notice you).

• At times, I will send you into breakout rooms to discuss a problem with a small group of your

colleagues. I encourage you to spend the first minute introducing yourself and saying hello, the

same way you would in a professional setting. But please then move on to address the problem.








